Recent books for kids that the Children’s Library staff have read & loved & that we think you will too!
The Beasts of Clawstone Castle by Eva Ibbotson. J Fiction, JCD
When their parents go to America, Madlyn and Rollo are sent to their relatives at Clawstone
Castle, on the Scottish border, home of the legendary Wild White Cattle of Clawstone Park.
The cattle on the grounds of the Clawstone castle are very special. They are pure white and
have lived on the grounds of Clawstone castle for hundreds of years. This castle is also a very
old and a not very exciting castle. Clawstone has less than 10 visitors a day, while a neighboring castle has 10 times as many visitors! Madlyn and Times are determined to help their
uncle save Clawstone castle. Their plan involves "employing" a variety of very scary ghosts.
Only after this happens does the real mystery begin!
Bink & Gollie: Best Friends Forever by Kate DiCamillo. J Fiction
This is the third in the Geisel Award winning series and has three mostly related chapters that
may make you want to start collecting just about anything. The chapter titles are terrific:
Empire of Enchantment, Why Should You Be Shorter Than Your Friends, and Kudos, Bink and
Gollie. The illustrations are so funny that parents and older siblings will laugh as much as the
kids the books are written for.
The Book of Lost Things by Cynthia Voigt . J Fiction, JCD
Max Sterling’s parents are actors. When they get a message inviting them to travel to India
aboard the Flower of Kashmir they are eager for a new adventure. Max is to meet them at
the dock, but when he arrives, they have already gone. Not sure what else to do, Max
returns home. Luckily his grandmother lives next door, so there is an adult to look after him.
But Max wants to make his own way in the world, and decides he needs to find a job to bring
in some money, while at the same time trying with his grandmother’s help to figure out what
has happened to his parents. Mystery, adventure and action too. #1 in the series.
The Life of Ty: Penguin Problems by Lauren Myracle. J Fiction
Ty is stuck in the middle now that "Teensy Baby Maggie" has come along. And being in the
middle is not a fun place to be... His big sisters have their own lives, and his mom is so busy
with the baby that she doesn't have much time to pay any attention to Ty. And when he acts
out to get attention, then he gets in trouble. Realistic and funny, this is a great slice of life
from a 7-year-old boy's POV!
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May B: a Novel by Caroline Starr Rose. J Fiction
This novel, set on the prairie of Western Kansas in the 1870's, tells the story of twelve year old
May B. who was hired to help out neighbors living in a sod house about fifteen miles from her
home. A failed wheat crop made this necessary and also meant that she could no longer attend
school. When Pa took her to live with the neighbors in their small sod house, he told her that it
would only be until Christmas. But May B. was abandoned by the homesteaders and needed to
prepare to survive on her own before winter arrived on the Kansas prairie. She was afraid and
alone, but was also brave, resourceful and determined. In her days alone trapped inside the
little sod house in a blizzard, she also struggled with memories of her difficulties in learning to
read and her desire to become a teacher. Written in short free style verse which helps portray
the starkness of the Kansas prairie and the loneliness of May B.'s situation, it is a quick read.
Written for upper elementary students, this one contains a depth that makes it a good read for
older students also.
Navigating Early by Clare Vanderpool. J Fiction, JCD
This second novel by Newbery Award-winner author Vanderpool doesn’t disappoint. Complex
and tragic with an amazing and unique cast of characters, I loved the beautiful writing. After
his mother’s death, Kansas farm boy Jack is shipping off to boarding school in Maine. Lonely
and feeling out of place, Jack makes friends with the other outsider at school - Early Auden.
Early is a little bit strange, and does things his own way, so when he decides to leave school
during the fall break and go on a quest to find the legendary great Appalachian Bear, Jack goes
with him. The adventure that follows and the people that they encounter are memorable in
many ways.
One Dog and His Boy by Eva Ibbotson. J Fiction, JCD
All Hal has ever wanted is a dog, but his wealthy and snobbish parents think dogs are dirty and
too much work. As his tenth birthday approaches Hal has only one request. If he can’t have a
dog he doesn’t want anything. So his clueless parents decide to rent one for the weekend assuming that once Hal gets it out of his system they can return it. But it only takes a few
hours for Hal to fall in love with his new companion - and he would rather run away from
home than give him up. A rollicking adventure with a dog and his boy, a girl and a whole other
bunch of dogs. Such fun!
Road Trip by Gary Paulsen. J Fiction, JCD
The author's note which explains how prolific Gary Paulsen and his son, Jim Paulsen, wrote this
as a series of alternating e-mails makes this father son story even more fun. Fourteen year old
Ben, his Dad and border collie Atticus take a road trip to rescue another border
collie. Along the way they interact with quirky and exciting characters. The short chapters are
separated by Atticus's reactions and comments which are always insightful and humorous. This
fun, quick read will appeal to fans of Paulsen's Lawn Boy series
Third Grade Angels by Jerry Spinelli
George “Suds” Morton is starting third grade. He has heard the rhyme “First grade babies,
second grade cats, third grade angels, fourth grade rats” since Kindergarten. On the first day of
school he learns that his teacher, Mrs. Simms, will give a halo each week to one student. Suds,
a competitive boy, is determined to be the first student to receive the halo. He discovers that
trying to be good all the time is challenging and exhausting, and that trying to be perfect isn't
easy. Questions arise about whether he has to be good at home, good to his annoying sister,
and good even if the teacher can't see him. The story is funny and kids will relate to his
struggles at home and school. This book would make a great read aloud with lower elementary
age students and offers many opportunities for discussion. With its black and white illustrations, it is also a good choice for beginning chapter book readers. This is the long awaited
prequel to Spinelli's Fourth Grade Rats.

